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Posted on March 28, Types of Research Papers There are different kinds of research papers that need a special
approach. An analytical research paper should not show your negative or positive position on the matter.
Usually a researcher describes the object or event from two opposite viewpoints, analyzing pros and cons.
Examples of critical writing assignments include a critique of a journal article, or a literature review that
identifies the strengths and weaknesses of existing research. Stick to these three points and rest assured that
persuasive writing won't be much of a challenge for you. To receive similar information via a video, please
view " Four types of academic writing " , which is a section of the " Introduction to Academic Writing " video
also available via Academic Writing. Persuasive Writing - Stand Your Ground Persuasive type of academic
writing is quite close to the analytical one but has one crucial difference. Each of these types of writing has
specific language features and purposes. To present your argument, make sure: your text develops a coherent
argument where all the individual claims work together to support your overall point of view your reasoning
for each claim is clear to the reader your assumptions are valid you have evidence for every claim you make
you use evidence that is convincing and directly relevant. For more information, please see the relevant
resources in Academic Writing. Create an outline for your paper and think about how to group all the facts
logically. Persuasive In most academic writing, you are required to go at least one step further than analytical
writing, to persuasive writing. For more information on how to demonstrate your critical thinking on a topic,
please see Critical thinking. For example, an expository essay might present an overview of the differing
views on what should be done to slow the rate of climate change, whereas an argumentative essay will choose
and defend which approach is the most appropriate. A good example of convergence is the wings of a
butterfly, bird, and a bat. To help reach your own point of view on the facts or ideas: read some other
researchers' points of view on the topic. For example, in an empirical thesis: you will use critical writing in the
literature review to show where there is a gap or opportunity in the existing research the methods section will
be mostly descriptive to summarise the methods used to collect and analyse information the results section
will be mostly descriptive and analytical as you report on the data you collected the discussion section is more
analytical, as you relate your findings back to your research questions, and also persuasive, as you propose
your interpretations of the findings. Don't make up a clear thesis statement - you are only to analyze the facts.
Its purpose is to provide facts or information. Formulate a clear viewpoint concerning the subject. Analytical
or compare and contrast essay Analytical papers, as the name suggests, highlight your critical examination or
analysis of a topic in order to interpret the strengths and weaknesses of a debate. Here, you will be faced with:
Debate Disagreement Critique If you know what critical writing is and can do it well, you probably have
excellent skills in preparing papers since that is one of the main requirements for this particular type.

